British Isles on Silversea – a Coastal Adventure
Expanded Itinerary
May 24 Fly Detroit/Amsterdam
Board an early evening nonstop flight to Amsterdam and maybe you will dream about the lovely, luxurious
Silversea adventure to come.

May 25 Amsterdam (included lunch, dinner)
Perhaps you’ll catch a glimpse of Amsterdam’s famous canals, tulip fields, or the Netherlands’ dike system as
we circle before landing. We’ll go directly to the Silver Whisper for embarkation, which departs at 6:00 pm. If
you feel energetic, it will be possible to spend a few hours in Amsterdam on your own.

May 26 At Sea (included breakfast, lunch, dinner)
Days at sea are the perfect opportunity to relax, unwind and perhaps make new friends. Use the fitness
center, visit the spa, catch up on your reading or simply top up your tan—these sea days are the perfect
balance to busy days spent exploring shore side.

May 27 Leith (for Edinburgh) (included breakfast, lunch, dinner)
One of the world's stateliest cities, Scotland’s capital is built—like Rome—on seven hills, making it a striking
backdrop for the ancient pageant of history. Edinburgh Castle watches over the city, both the history to be
found along the Royal Mile and Princes Street’s shopping and gardens. The city’s famous festivals, excellent
museums and galleries, as well as the modern Scottish Parliament, are reminders that Edinburgh has its feet
firmly in the 21st century. Large gardens are a feature of central Edinburgh, whose city council is one of the
most devotedly conservationist in Europe. Arthur's Seat, a mountain of bright green and yellow furze, rears up
behind the spires of the Old Town. This child-size mountain jutting 822 feet above its surroundings has steep
slopes and little crags, like a miniature Highlands set down in the middle of the busy city.
After you’ve toured Edinburgh Castle, take time to explore the streets—peopled by the spirits of Mary, Queen
of Scots, Sir Walter Scott, and Robert Louis Stevenson—and pay your respects to the world's best-loved terrier,
Greyfriars Bobby.

May 28 Invergordon (included breakfast, lunch, dinner)
The port of Invergordon is your gateway to the Great Glen, an area of Scotland that includes Loch Ness and the
city of Inverness. Inverness is the capital of the Highlands and perhaps you’ll feel the winds blowing in sea-salt
air from the Moray Firth. The Great Glen is home to one of the world's most famous monster myths: in 1933,
during a quiet news week, the editor of a local paper decided to run a story about a strange sighting of
something splashing about in Loch Ness. But there's more to look for here besides Nessie, including inland
lochs, craggy and steep-sided mountains, rugged promontories, deep inlets, brilliant purple and emerald
moorland, and forests filled with astonishingly varied wildlife, including mountain hares, red deer, golden

eagles, and ospreys. Shore excursions also might take you to a distillery, Cawdor Castle, or the Culloden
Battlefield—there’s a lot to do in the area.

May 29 At Sea (included breakfast, lunch, dinner)
May 30 Belfast (included breakfast, lunch, dinner)
Reborn as a modern city, Belfast has successfully left its troubles behind, emerging as a hotbed of culture and
architecture where a cozy pub is never far away. Take a voyage of discovery in its maritime quarter, Belfast’s
fascinating Titanic District. Here the Titanic Museum brings the story of the doomed vessel to life, and is the
largest museum dedicated to the ‘unsinkable’ ship. Wind up a nautical-themed ramble along the Maritime Mile
with a visit to SS Nomadic, the smaller cousin of the Titanic, which serves as a fascinating time capsule back to
the pomp and grandeur of the Titanic, while also telling its own stories of service in both World Wars.
In another part of the city you might come upon a barbed wire and graffitied sheet metal barrier which is a
scar through the city’s residential areas. The Peace Line was constructed during the height of the Troubles,
when Belfast was plagued by sectarian divisions between Protestants and Catholics. Nowadays, you can take a
black taxi tour to see the colorful murals and living history of the walls, which stand as a stark reminder of the
fragility of peace. After exploring the city’s historic divisions, a reminder of Belfast’s uniting creativity can be
found in the Cathedral Quarter, a cobbled blend of flower-adorned pubs, restaurants and theaters, and venues
where music spills out onto the streets at night and many a pint is cheerily shared.

May 31-Jun 1 Dublin (included breakfast, lunch, dinner)
The Silver Whisper will spend two days docked in Ireland’s capital, which remains one of Western Europe's
most popular and delightful urban destinations. Whether you're out to enjoy the old or new Dublin you'll find it
a colossally entertaining city, all the more astonishing considering its intimate size. It is ironic and telling that
James Joyce chose Dublin as the setting for his famous Ulysses, Dubliners, and A Portrait of the Artist as a
Young Man because it was a "center of paralysis" where nothing much ever changed. If Joyce were to return to
his hometown today (disappointed with the city's provincial outlook, he left it in 1902 at the age of 20) would
he even recognize Dublin? What would he make of Temple Bar—a formerly down-at-the-heels neighborhood
now crammed with restaurants and trendy hotels and suffused with a nonstop, international-party atmosphere?
Or the simple sophistication of the open-air restaurants of the tiny Italian Quarter?
Take time to enjoy the Georgian elegance of Merrion Square, the Norman drama of Christ Church Cathedral,
and for sure, a foamy pint at an atmospheric pub. Dublin boasts a beautiful setting: it loops around the edge
of Dublin Bay and is on a plain at the edge of the green Dublin and Wicklow Mountains which rise just to the
south. From the glass-walled top of the Guinness Storehouse in the heart of town, the sight of the city, the
bay, and the mountains might take your breath away. The River Liffey divides the capital into the Northside
and the Southside, as everyone calls the two principal center-city areas, and virtually all the major sights are
well within an hour's walk of one another.

Jun 2 Waterford (included breakfast, lunch, dinner)
Waterford City (pop. 42,500) is the main seaport of southeast Ireland. Its position at the edge of the stormy
Atlantic Ocean makes it Ireland's Windy City, as the sea breeze always blows here. Its location has a lot to do
with the fact that it is the oldest city in the country, founded by Viking invaders in the 9th century. In recent
years, a major archaeological dig has excavated much of the ancient Viking city, and some of the more striking
finds from these excavations can be seen in the city's three Viking museums known collectively as the
Waterford Treasures. Although the historic district around Reginald's Tower is intriguing, outside of that
Waterford is largely a commercial center, dominated by its busy port. Shore excursions might take you to
explore Kilkenny, or to the Waterford Crystal factory, or out into the countryside to Jerpoint Abbey.

Jun 3 Cardiff (included breakfast, lunch, dinner)
Home to two gothic castles, one whose foundations reportedly date back to 50 AD, Cardiff is a city that brims
with life yet retains its very deep roots in the past. A source of national pride, the majestic Cardiff Castle and
the fairy-tale Castell Coch are monuments that are well worth a visit. But this is also a city showing
cosmopolitan influence and creativity. The city center houses Victorian shopping arcades, and is filled with
independent cafes, bars, restaurants and shops. A stroll along romantic Mermaid Quay will have you quoting
Dylan Thomas in no time! For those who like to spread their wings a little further, Tintern Abbey, Gower (an
outstanding area of natural beauty), and the Brecon Beacons are all less than an hour away.

Jun 4 Falmouth (included breakfast, lunch, dinner)
The bustle of this resort town's fishing harbor, yachting center, and commercial port only adds to its charm. In
the 18th century Falmouth was the main mail-boat port for North America, and in Flushing, a village across the
inlet, you can see the slate-covered houses built by prosperous mail-boat captains. A ferry service now links
the two towns. On Custom House Quay off Arwenack Street is the King's Pipe, an oven in which seized
contraband was burned.
Interesting shore excursions usually offered from Falmouth include a Poldark tour, visits to St. Michael’s Mount
or St. Ives, and coastal drives.

Jun 5 At Sea (included breakfast, lunch, dinner)
Jun 6 Fly London/Detroit (included breakfast)
The Silver Whisper will dock in London in the middle of the night. After disembarkation this morning, we will
drive to the airport to catch our homebound flight.

